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The permanently observing GPS (Global Positioning System) station at Jungfraujoch
has been operating since autumn 1998. The station is part of the Automated GNSS
Network of Switzerland (AGNES) consisting presently of 31 sites, partly equipped
with GPS and GPS-GLONASS (the Russian equivalent of GPS) combined receivers
and antennas. Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) is the abbreviation for all
existing and future satellite navigation systems and therefore include also the planned
European Satellite System Galileo. Station JUJO is equipped with a GNSS receiver
since summer 2007, but due to the extreme weather conditions the GPS-only antenna
was not upgraded to GPS-GLONASS, yet.
AGNES is a multipurpose network which serves as reference for surveying, real-time
positioning (positioning service swipos GIS/GEO) and for scientific applications
(geotectonics and GNSS-meteorology). The GPS station JUJO is mainly contributing
to scientific applications.
Activities at site JUJO and at the analysis center at swisstopo
2009 can be characterized as a consolidation phase. Beside routine checks at the
station no changes were made to the infrastructure of the AGNES station JUJO. The
generated products, namely GNSS-meteorology and geotectonics, were continuously
generated.
GNSS-Meteorology
From the hourly analysis of the GPS data zenith total delay estimates (ZTD) can be
derived with a time delay of approximately 1:30 hours. These GPS-derived humidity
information can be used e.g. for numerical weather prediction. The goal of several
European projects, such as COST-716 (ended in 2004), TOUGH (Targeting Optimal
Use of GPS Humidity; ended at January 31, 2006) and E-GVAP (EUMETNET GPS
Water Vapor Programme; ended Mid 2009, and the currently running E-GVAP II
project) is to operationally use these data for numerical weather predictions.
Therefore, MeteoSwiss and other European meteorological institutes are deeply
involved in these activities. The status is not much changed compared to the year
2008. The number of sites contributing to the actual E_GVAP II project exceeds now
the magic number of 1000 sites – JUJO is the one with the highest altitude.
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GPS-tomography and assimilation in numerical weather models (GANUWE) is a
Swiss project in which improvements of the numerical weather prediction (especially
precipitation) using the tomography approach of GPS-data and additional data (radio
sonde, meteorological surface measurements, lidar) are developed by ETHZ (GGL)
and MeteoSwiss. The project is financed by the Federal Office of the Environment
(FOEN) and is supported by the data stemming from the routine swisstopo analyses.
Furthermore, the swisstopo products are sent to the university of Berne (IAP) , to be
part of a database, which collects all possible climate data sources in the framework
of the STARTWAVE project (part of the Swiss National Fund NCCR Climate
Project).
Geotectonics
The permanent analyses of the data covering several years of data result in
hourly/daily/weekly coordinates which can be used to study possible movements of
stations – results from more than 10 years of observations at JUJO were presented in
the report 2008.
The fact that the Swiss Alps are still rising is already known since several years from
the analyses of levelling data covering a time span of more than 100 years. With
respect to the, as stable assumed, reference bench mark in Aarburg, the maximal
relative vertical velocities reach 1.5 mm per year for areas in the Valais and Grisons.
A comparison between a vertical model computed from the levelling lines (in blue)
and the GNSS-derived vertical rates (in red) are given in Fig 1. The vertical
movement of the complete territory of Switzerland derived from GNSS is in average
about 1.2 mm/yr (average for the midland an pre-Alps stations) compared to the
"stable" European plate
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Fig. 1: Comparison of vertical velocities between GNSS and the levelling-derived
model RCM04 expressed in the Swiss system (Aarburg zero vertical velocity). Red
arrows indicate GNSS rates, blue arrows indicate RCM04 model values (levelling) at
the AGNES sites. The background contour surface shows the RCM04 model.
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Within Switzerland we have, according to Fig. 2, variations of about 2.6 mm/yr
(northern stations almost sinking compared to the average movement; biggest uplift
for the sites of the central Alps) derived from GNSS and variations of 1.5 mm/yr
derived from levelling. The GNNS-derived vertical movement of JUJO is larger than
the movement of the neighboring stations (relative to Zimmerwald close to Berne a
vertical uplift of 1.1 mm/yr is computed – with 1 year less data we stated 1.7 mm/yr
in the report for 2008), but compared with other AGNES stations the time series of
JUJO are quite noisy (especially in the height). Up to now we have no explanation for
that – possibly it is due to the special radom construction of the antenna or it is due to
quite high electromagnetic radiation of the near telecommunication lines.
In general, the determination of the vertical movements derived from GNSS and
levelling demonstrates that the Alps are still rising. Nevertheless, the GNSS-derived
rates are determined 60-80% higher than the levelling-derived rates.
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Fig. 2: Vertical uplift of the stations as a function of the station height (red: GNSS,
blue: Levelling).
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